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Making the Decision
Thinking about outsourcing your Call Center? This isn’t a small decision. The
emergence and growth of e-business over the last ten years has positioned the
Call Center as the first, and in many cases the only, contact customers have with
your company. The level of service and communications provided by the Call
Center has become a vital link in the chain of maintaining highly satisfied
customers. So why would anyone even consider outsourcing this critical
function? The simple answer is economics. Large Call Center’s, utilizing the
latest tools and software, providing around the clock coverage, and following
“best practices” processes are costly to operate. Outsourcing has proven to yield
as much as fifty percent savings annually. If you could get the same level of
service, or in many cases better service, at a saving of fifty percent, the question
quickly changes from “should you outsource?” to “how can you do it?”
If any of the following apply to your business, outsourcing your Call Center
should be considered:
1. Yours is a fairly new company with good growth potential. You have a need
for a Call Center but haven’t yet invested in building one.
2. Yours is an established/growing company and project Call Center workload
that will require a significant expansion of your current center or expanded
hours of coverage.
3. Your company has an established Call Center and is experiencing difficulty
retaining skills and controlling costs
Outsourcing with the right “Partner” can provide a relatively quick solution to any
of these problems. If you have made the decision to outsource your center, let’s
now focus on the do’s and don’ts of:
Selecting the right Partner
Negotiating the contract
Transitioning the workload
Managing the relationship
Following this guidance will greatly improve your odds for a successful
implementation, but don’t rely on this as your only source. There are numerous
articles and publications on this subject, many available at no cost on the
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Internet. You should consult at least three good sources to gain a more
complete perspective on how to properly undertake this important mission.

Selecting your outsourcing “Partner”
The emphasis here is on the word “Partner”. The firm you select for this role is
performing some of your most critical tasks and acting as the primary interface
with your customers. There is no room for a vendor relationship here. This must
be a partnership where both companies are focused on achieving the same
goals and objectives. Therefore, your selection of a partner should be done
through a very disciplined process with a specific set of criteria for evaluating the
capabilities of any potential partner. The Request for Proposal (RFP) is the best
way to accomplish this. This process allows you to specifically define your
requirements and set all the rules for evaluating all the responses to those
requirements. The information is sent to a list of six to ten potential partners who
you believe can meet your needs. You can find them through a number of
sources including, Internet searches, recommendations from friends and
business acquaintances, industry associations, etc.
All recipients who wish to respond with a proposal are required to do so in a
format and on a schedule that you define. Usually the potential partners will
have some questions or need some additional clarification of some points in your
RFP. A question and answer period is usually identified for this activity. This can
be done live, via teleconference, or in writing. Whichever method you choose, it
is important to provide all the questions and answers to all potential partners.
This helps maintain a level playing field and avoids potential future problems.
The delivery requirements are the most important section of your document and
will require a significant investment in time and input from various staff members
to complete. It is important here to very specifically spell out exactly how you
would like calls to be handled. Some outsourcers will attempt to move you to
their process. This allows them to be more efficient. It is not likely to be the best
solution for you and the really good outsourcers will offer to customize the
operation to meet all your needs. If you have process flow maps for your current
operation, include them in the RFP. They will make it much easier to understand
your processes and enable better responses to your needs. This article won’t
attempt to cover every possible item to be included in the requirements section,
but here are some you should be sure to include:
1. The type of coverage you require – customer service, technical support,
telesales, credit card processing, fulfillment, etc.
2. The hours of coverage required.
3. Languages to be supported.
4. Data integration to your systems
5. Escalation procedures
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6. Continuous operation – Understand partners disaster recovery plans,
number of sites, data mirroring or synchronization, etc.
7. Delivery performance – Response time, fulfillment rates, abandon rates, fix
rates, etc.
The RFP should also ask a comprehensive set of questions about the potential
partner. These help to build a profile that will facilitate the evaluation process.
Some important things to ask are:
1. How long have they been in the outsourcing business?
2. What is their organization structure and who are the key executives and
officers?
3. How many clients do they currently support and how many have they lost in
the past year? Why the losses?
4. What is their average client size from a call workload standpoint? You would
like to find other clients similar to you in size. You don’t want to be the little
fish in a big pond.
5. What is their financial position? Even private firms should be willing to share
this information. You need to have a clear picture of their long-term viability.
6. How many centers do they have, what size, and where are they located?
7. How do they staff and train?
8. What are their turnover rates?
9. What system platforms and tools do they have in place?
The RFP should also include some guidance for pricing. This will allow you to do
an apples-to-apples comparison of all the responses. If you don’t take the time
to lay out a pricing scheme, making a fair comparison will be very difficult, if not
impossible. Include the parameters you would like the potential partners to price
to. These might include:
1. The average number of calls per month by shift.
2. The expected average duration of each call
3. The average amount of time needed for follow-up and administration after
each call.
4. The pricing format you require (per call, per minute, per incident, etc.)
This exercise won’t provide you the exact price you will pay for outsourcing your
Call Center, but it will enable you to rank the pricing of all the responses.
Your RFP should also include a brief explanation of how you will evaluate the
responses. Identify which items in the response will be evaluated subjectively
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and which will be evaluated objectively. Explain how you will score the overall
response and select the finalists.
Publishing a schedule of events is important and will save you the trouble of
answering questions and telephone calls later. Be sure to include:
1. The date the RFP was distributed.
2. The date the question and answer period ends and when all questions will be
answered.
3. The date the responses are due.
4. When the respondents will be notified of the results.
When the responses arrive you should plan on doing a team evaluation. Select
three or four key players in your organization and, using the evaluation method
you described in your RFP, ask each to first do an independent evaluation. Then
schedule a team session where all the evaluations are compared and three
finalists selected. It doesn’t have to be three. If it is obvious that only two are
really competitive, go with those two or if it is four go with four.
The finalists will then be asked to show you their proposed solution. This should
be comprised of a visit to their site, presentations with more details about the
proposed solution, monitoring live calls at their center, meeting the management
team that will support you should you select them, and finally a list of reference
customers you can speak with. If possible visit at least one or two of the
reference customers. Face-to-face visits are typically much more effective and
will give a truer picture of reference customer’s relationship with your potential
partner. The team you take along on these visits should preferably be the same
team that performed the evaluation. They undoubtedly had a number of
questions as they were going through the responses and this visit is the time to
be certain all those questions get answered to your satisfaction.
One of the most important things to look for on you visit to their center is the
ability of the service representatives to relate to your customers, your products,
and the issues customers may encounter with the products. Today Call Centers
are spread across the globe. Scripts are often not enough to carry the day when
a customer has an issue. The service representative must be able to
communicate a confidence that they understand the issue and can help with a
solution.
Once all the visits have been completed, reassemble the team again to make the
final selection. Notify your selected partner and the other finalists as soon as you
make your selection. Thank all for their participation and take the time to inform
those who were not selected of the key items that influenced your decision. They
will appreciate your frank feedback. Additionally, you might need to come back
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to them if you are not able to successfully negotiate an acceptable contract with
your first choice.

Negotiating the Contract
Contract negotiation will usually go smoothly. Most outsourcers have blanket
contracts that are a good starting point and you will have the opportunity to make
changes and additions to suit your needs. Be certain to include a Service Level
Agreement (SLA) covering all the major performance metrics that are critical to
the success of your processes. Additionally, a performance guarantee or
risk/reward scheme should be included. The risk/reward scheme gives the
outsource partner the opportunity to earn a bonus for superior performance and
the unpleasant issue of facing a penalty for poor performance. This is a great
tool for keeping the partner focused on the things you need them to do.
A point sometimes overlooked in contracts is for the commitment of a dedicated
Relationship Manager. Most outsourcers offer this. Insist that it be written in the
contract as you would for any important commitment. Verbal commitments are
exposed to people changing jobs. Be diligent in getting everything important to
you in the contract. The Relationship Manager will be your single interface to the
partner for all issues and will have responsibility for the success of the
relationship. A significant portion of their compensation should hinge on that
success and you should have the opportunity to define the measures of success.
Lastly, be sure that the contract has an escape clause that covers your needs.
Escapes can be required for any number of situations, but the one of concern
here is when the partner is not performing as required. The key points to be
covered here are the process for notifying the partner of the unacceptable
performance, the period of time for the partner to correct the situation, and if not
corrected, the option for you to exit the contract without penalty. This clause
should also cover a requirement for the partner to provide you support through
any transition period.

Transitioning the Workload
You and your outsourcing partner should develop a detailed transition plan. A
transition team should be assembled comprised of key staff members from both
companies. The outsource partner has done this numerous times and should
already have a pro-forma project plan to use as a starting point. The transition
plan will vary in complexity depending on your specific situation. If you don’t
currently have a Call Center and this is a startup, the plan will be less complex
than a multi-location Call Center with 24x7 coverage. In either case, the
transition plan should be documented to include a list of tasks and subtasks with
a responsible individual assigned to each one and a completion date agreed to
by all. It is a good idea to lay this information out in a Gantt chart format which
can also show the interdependencies of the tasks and subtasks. Here are a few
key items that the plan should cover:
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1. The plan should include a list of all system interfaces that must be a part of
the transition. These should also include switching of phone lines to allow
your numbers to be answered at the outsource partner’s center. Additionally
contingency plans must be in place to allow for fallback if the initial transition
tests fail.
2. Test all call scenarios prior to the cutover. A thorough “internal” test plan
should be a part of the transition plan. This test should be performed
successfully prior to attempting to handle any live calls.
3. The transition plan should be laid out in phases so that the initial phases will
carry low volumes and have minimal impact should problems arise. Staging
can be done by shift or by routing calls from specific geographies will low
volumes.
4. The disposition of your current personnel can be the most difficult part of the
transition both operationally and emotionally. In most cases they will be out
of work as a result of the transition. They have served you well in the past
and you need them now throughout the transition timeframe. Work closely
with your human resources staff to develop a plan that is fair to the personnel
involved and also provides them some incentive to stay through to the end of
the transition. Some considerations might be some additional financial bonus
and outplacement services for those willing to stay on.

Managing the Relationship
Ongoing management of the relationship with your outsourcing partner will be
vital to its success. The outsourcer should have assigned a dedicated
Relationship Manager and you should also assign a key individual from your
company to have similar responsibilities and to be compensated on how well the
outsource partner performs.
Rules for communications between the two companies should be established.
These will identify key contacts for assisting is solving any issues that arise.
Care should be taken to also implement a system that keep the relationship
managers informed of all activities.
Regularly scheduled meetings should be held to review performances and
discuss any issues that have been discovered. These meetings should be
chaired by key executives from both companies and attended by the relationship
managers and key staff members. The meetings should focus on the
performance of the outsource partner against the metrics outlined in the Service
Level Agreement and cover any plans for corrective actions that might be
required. Agreed to actions should be documented for follow-up at the next
meeting. Initially these meetings should be held monthly and as the relationship
matures they can be moved to quarterly assuming all is going well. It is also
important to keep the outsource partner informed of your business plans. New
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product or services introductions that will impact call volumes or require process
changes and/or additional training for the service representatives should be
discussed well in advance of implementation. Involving your partner in these
plans early will avoid any surprises and enable your partner to provide the
support you need when you need it.

In Summary
Outsourcing a Call Center has many potential benefits to offer, including, lower
labor cost, a skilled workforce, and improved coverage and service to your
customers. Additionally, you can enjoy savings of up to fifty percent. Yes, there
are risks, but with careful planning and following the items discussed in this
article it can be done correctly, with minimal disruption during the transition.
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